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About This Game

Whale on your friends in this hilariously crazy, local and online multiplayer, arena brawler.

Up to 4 Players control wizards, fighting a free for all battle, on a crumbling platform, surrounded by a deadly void.
Players cast a myriad of spells, pushing enemies to their death in the void, fighting to be the last wizard standing.

You’re a wizard, Dummy!

Players control wizards, vying for control, power and survival in the midst of a swirling void maelstrom. The last man not to be
pushed into the void and lose all of his health wins the battle.

The core game is played in a shrinking arena, players use their wizards magical abilities to push the enemy wizards out of the
safe zone and into the void. The wizards lose health rapidly while in the void, when their health reaches 0 they are eliminated

for the round.

After each battle players are awarded dust based on their performance.

Between each round players can purchase spells scrolls for dust and add them to their repetoire of abilities, then applies these
spells to four available spells slots. Ready to fight again!

Key features:
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Whale on your friends in fast paced arena combat!
Crazy spells, like the chicken shotgun and whale falling from the sky

Spell scrolls for dynamic personalized wizard abilities.
Local and online multiplayer

Secondary features:

No global cooldown, for complete build freedumb.
Multiple ways to play, including single player/coop Defend the Eye, randomized Chaos mode and Roulette mode (with more

added later)
Customizable wizards.

Console and PC support.
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Title: Dumb As Wizards
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Random Dragon Games, Moped Games
Publisher:
Random Dragon Games
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2018
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dumb as wizards. dumb wizard 5e. dumb wizard names. dumb pinball wizard

Hello. The game does not work well at all for the $9.99 price tag. Online does not work in connecting with friends. The tutorial
works kinda but the controller support is buggy as. The buttons are rotated clockwise by 1. (a is x, x is y etc.) Analog sticks dont
work well and spell selection isnt stated very well either. The timer states a minuet but ran out after 20 seconds. The game has
crashed twice on me as well just trying to start up a game of online with no one else. I could not find a random game either. I
will refund this game and hopefully it works better in the future.. Hey devs, The online mulltipler for your doesn't work. You
can not invite friends online at all. Your game also crashed twice, I'm sad now because I gifted this game to my friend to pay
with but now I've given him a broken game. I was really excited for dumping a whale on him, usually i whale on my friend in
games but was disheartend that i didnt get the oppertunity to do so with an actual whale.

 I really hope that you fix these bugs because your game looks awesome! I wish i could have done the tutorial but the keyboard
support was broken too. I'll be regretfully refunding this game. I wish you all the best. GOOD LUCK
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